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Trial version of RoboHELP HTML Edition 7.0 on CD-ROM! Covers both Classic (WinHELP) and

HTML versions All the help you need to get up to speed with RoboHELP Your assignment: Create a

computer Help system using the industry standard tool, RoboHELP. Your problem: You've never

used RoboHELP before &#151; or you're only familiar with the basics. Relax! With this fun and

friendly guide, you'll soon be turning out topics, links, popups, graphics, TOCs, and more like a

RoboHELP pro. all this on the bonus CD-ROM Trial version of RoboHELP HTML Edition 7.0

Author-created sample Help files Evaluation versions of Paint Shop Pro and Software Video

Camera For details and system requirements, see the CD-ROM appendix Plus leading Internet

software Discover how to: Understand RoboHELP through examples on the CD-ROM Build HTML

and WinHELP Help systems Use the new features of RoboHELP 7.0 Apply powerful macros, style

sheets, and scripts Review your work with handy checklists Get smart! www.dummies.com
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This book is concise and gets you up to speed with RoboHELP quickly. As a technical writer that is

just starting out, I needed a book that would teach me enough about RoboHELP so that I could add

it to my resume with confidence. This book accomplishes this task quite well.By the end of the first

chapter, I already felt confident creating projects, topics, and links. This is the core of RoboHELP.I

advise you to read several chapters before installing the demo version of RoboHELP HTML as it is



timed to last only 15 days. I had almost finished the book, but the demo time had run out. I just

called Blue-Sky (makers of Robohelp) and they gladly sent me another 15 day trial disk. :) Don't be

afraid to ask!Great book and highly recommended. Skip the more complex ones, you don't need it.

Just a friendly warning that this is for the old 1998 version and not the version that started shipping

in 2007.

RoboHELP for Dummies does an excellent job of teaching. Whether you are just learning RoboHelp

or are an experienced user, this book will certainly come in handy. I am moving up in my company

and needed to learn RoboHelp fast. This book taught me everything I needed to know real fast and

was straight forward. There is no useless information in this book that will cause you to get bored or

confused when reading it.

The product arrive quickly and in great shape. The only issue was that the software loaded, but

wouldn't run on my machine.I am using the book and I downloaded the trial to teach myself.

It's okay but not something that does a good walk-through of using the product. My copy arrived

with the CD broken in half and I have not been able to find where a download is available.
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